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 copier repair bit, and copy repair tools;Josie Heddan Josephine Heddan (born 3 March 1990 in St. Albans, Hertfordshire) is an
English actress and singer. Career Heddan is best known for her roles as Hannah Ashworth in ITV's White Teeth and as Fruity
Puckerbottom in Channel 4's long-running CBBC programme Little Miss Jocelyn. Heddan's father is actor Michael Aldridge.

Her father, mother and sister also perform in musical theatre. She starred in The Last Five Years in September 2015.
References External links Category:1990 births Category:Living people Category:21st-century English actresses

Category:Actresses from Hertfordshire Category:English film actresses Category:English stage actresses Category:English
television actresses Category:People from St AlbansTwitter account of US State Department press attache has drawn criticism
after he shared photo with the hashtag “LOLtrump.” Mark Toner, the deputy spokesperson for the US State Department, has

been the target of a barrage of criticism on social media after he shared a snapshot of the outside wall of the United States
embassy in Baghdad, Iraq, on his official Twitter account. Toner, a former US diplomat, published a photo of a wall sign on
November 5 featuring a translation of the US embassy’s motto “Dare to Lead.” “#LOLTrump,” the hashtag attached to the

image read. The tweet has already been re-tweeted more than 27,000 times. Some Twitter users said that the photo was
inappropriate and offensive. “Tone deaf,” one user tweeted. “We’re at war, the US Embassy is our barracks, and yet he’s posting
such things. Disgusting.” Others, however, expressed support for the tweet, saying that it was a “great” photo. “Love it,” one user

wrote, “to be in the #USA for Thanksgiving, I was at the #USA embassy in #Baghdad. #USA.” Others went further, with one
commenting that “I love the USA so much” that he had considered buying a house in the United States. 82157476af
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